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Abstact 

 

 

Throughout its history, the United States foreign relations with the Arab countries 

had been one of the most subjects and area of interests for many historians and political 

analysts. In Fact, the Middle Eastern region was the most highlighted area in the Arab 

World following the Second World War since it was the arena of the different historical 

Arab-Israeli Conflicts. This dissertation chooses one key Arab nation for specific 

objectives; Egypt. Moreover, it explores the way whereby these conflicts impacted the 

pace of relations between the United States and the chosen Arab country. Egypt as a 

moderate country differs, attitudes, stance on the light of the Arab Israeli Conflicts of 

1967, 1973. 

 



Resumé 
 

 Le conflit israélo-arabe est une lutte entre l'Etat juif d'Israël et les Arabes du  

 

Moyen-Orient concernant la zone connue sous le nom de la Palestine. Le terme de la  

 

Palestine a été associée à plusieurs reprises et parfois controversée avec cette petite  

 

région. Tant la zone géographique désignée par et le statut politique du nom ont  

 

changé au cours des quelque trois millénaires. 

 

 

  Tout au long de son histoire, les relations extérieures des États-Unis avec  

 

les pays arabes avaient été l'un des sujets les plus et la zone d'intérêt pour de  

 

nombreux historiens et analystes politiques . En fait, la région du Moyen-Orient est la  

 

région la plus mis en évidence dans le monde arabe après la Seconde Guerre mondiale  

 

, car il était l'arène des différents conflits israélo-arabes historiques . Cette thèse  

 

choisit une nation arabe clé pour objectifs spécifiques ; Egypte. En outre, il explore la  

 

manière selon laquelle ces conflits ont impacté le rythme des relations entre les Etats-  

 

Unis et le pays arabe choisi. Egypte comme un pays modéré diffère , les attitudes , la  

 

position sur la lumière des conflits arabes israéliens de 1967, 1973 . 
 

 



 
 

 

 ملخص

 

 

 إسرائيل والشرق األوسط والعرب بشأن المنطقة المعروفة باسم   الصراع العربي اإلسرائيلي هو صراع بين

 

 فلسطين. ارتبط مصطلح فلسطين بأشكال مختلفة وأحيانا مثيرة للجدل مع هذه المنطقة الصغيرة. كال تغيرت 

 

 على مدى نحو ثالثة آالف السنينالمنطقة الجغرافية المعينة من قبل والوضع السياسي لالسم 

 

 طوال تاريخها ، و العالقات الخارجية للواليات المتحدة مع الدول العربية كانت واحدة من أكثر الموضوعات و 

 

 مجال المصالح بالنسبة لكثير من المؤرخين و المحللين السياسيين . في الحقيقة ، كانت منطقة الشرق األوسط 

 

 المنطقة األكثر سلط الضوء في العالم العربي بعد الحرب العالمية الثانية ألنه كان ساحة لمختلف الصراعات بين 

 

 العرب وإسرائيل التاريخية . اختارت هذه األطروحة األمة العربية واحدة رئيسية لتحقيق أهداف محددة؛ مصر . 

 

 

 الصراعات وتيرة العالقات بين الواليات المتحدة و  وعالوة على ذلك ، فإنه يستكشف الطريق حيث أثرت هذه

 

 دولة عربية المختار. مصر كما يختلف بلد معتدل ، والمواقف ، موقف على ضوء النزاعات اإلسرائيلية العربية 

 

 1973،  1967لعام 
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General Introduction 

 

 The Arab-Israeli conflict is a hotly contested issue both in the Middle East and the 

broader global community. The modern conflict is essentially a dispute over the area 

known up until 1948 as Palestine, which is considered holy to all three major monotheistic 

religions. The primary parties in the conflict are Israeli (formerly Zionist) Jews and 

Palestinian Arabs (who are predominately Muslim). It is one of the unresolved problems 

bequeathed to the region by the British and French imperialist powers following the 

division of the Ottoman Empire between them at the end of World War I. 

 There are many features of the Middle East, specifically Palestine, that account for 

the interest and rivalry it has evoked among the world superpowers. Palestine is 

strategically significant as it is located on the southern rim of Russia, and at the crossroads 

of Europe, Asia and Africa. Its proximity to vast oil reserves of the Middle East make it 

exceptionally valuable. The initial involvement of Great Britain in Palestine, and the 

subsequent mis manageme.  

Moreover, The conflict between the Arabs and Israel is one of the most profound 

and protracted conflicts especially after the Second World War and the principal 

precipitant of wars in the Middle East .There are major dimensions and special relations 

when the Zionist movement conceived the idea of building a national home for Jewish 

people in Palestine that resulted in different clashes at the level of relations and the 

moderate one upon the involvement of the conflicts.  

The core of this dissertation is an analytical study of the major reasons that led to 

the creation of Israel and the study of the two provided Arab-Israel-Conflicts of 1967(the 

Six Days War) and 1973(the Ramadan War). The main aim of this dissertation is 

investigating the policy of the United States and scrutinizing the chosen Arab country 

throughout classifying it according to its attitudes from ideologies and perspectives 

towards the Arab-Israeli-Conflicts and it sheds light on the specific reasons of the 

(moderate chosen country ). 
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This dissertation consists of two main chapters. The first one is a general 

background of the Arab-Israeli-Conflict including the building of the State of Israel, the 

United Nations decision and partition then the Arab reactions toward the Conflicts. The 

second chapter investigates the second Arab-Israeli-Conflict of the Six Days War of 1967 

including the stance of Egypt toward this conflict because of the fact that it was classified 

as a moderate country through scrutinizing its attitudes in dealing with America. It 

concludes with the third Arab-Israeli-Conflict which is the 1973 October, it explores the 

Egyptian-American relations on the Light of this Conflict. 

 

 I found difficulties in finding relevant materials and data related to the subject. As a 

matter of fact, many sources and references (books, articles, historical document) deal with 

the period of the Arab-Israeli-Conflict but somehow related to the issue of relations with 

U.S, I took into consideration the different subjective writings and view points over the 

Arab-Israeli-Conflict. In fact, the data relevant to the subject are used in an objective way. 

 

 Methodologically, this dissertation attempts to achieve the goals and answer the 

main questions of the subject matter. The research relies on historical, narrative, as well as 

analytical approach. The historical and the narrative methods are adopted to give an 

account about the Arab-Israeli-Conflicts. However, the analytical approach is used to 

analyze the provided periods of the conflicts. 
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Chapter One 

Historical Background of the Arab-Israeli Conflict 

 

I.Introduction 

The Arab–Israeli conflict refers to the political tension, military conflicts and disputes 

 between a number of Arab countries and Israel. The roots of the modern Arab–Israeli conflict  

are bound in the rise of Zionism and Arab nationalism towards the end of the 19th century.  

Territory regarded by the Jewish people as their historical homeland is also regarded by  

the Pan-Arab movement as historically and currently belonging to the Palestinians, and in  

the Pan-Islamic context, as Muslim lands . The sectarian conflict between Palestinian Jews 

 and Arabs emerged in the early 20th century, peaking into a full-scale civil war in 1947 and  

transforming into the First Arab–Israeli War in May 1948 following the Declaration of the  

Establishment of the State of Israel. 

 

 This chapter will consider the major factors that leads to the creation of the state of  

Israel and the Arab-Israeli conflict, the events surrounding World War One, including the  

Belfour declaration which proclaimed that the British sought to create an Independent Jewish  

state in the region of Palestine, another key factor, the events surrounding World War Two. In  

which the United Nations took its position and decision toward the question of Palestine in  

1947, which led to the partition plan of two separate states. Therefore, the birth of the new  

state of Israel,  the Arab Israeli Conflict and different Arab reactions that participated in the  

light of this crucial events. 
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I. Reasons of the Arab Israeli Conflict: 

 I .1.  Creation of Israel: 

First of all, Palestine is a land claimed by two determined peoples: the Arab  

Palestinians and the Jews. Bickerton and Klausner note that “In 1516-1918, the arena was  

under the rule of the Ottoman Empire, but its inhabitants never formed a political unit. The  

Ottomans divided the area into several districts (sanjaks) with larger provinces or  

administrative units (vilayets). The Arab population that lived in the communities of Palestine  

at the end of the nineteenth century numbered around 446,000 and was relatively  

heterogeneous and divided along Urban, rural, and nomadic lines. The State-owned much of  

the land, but whether state or privately owed, the local peasants worked the land, this gave  

them a sense of a communal ownership of it though it lacked any legal formality. The Arab  

Muslims rarely expressed western ideas of Nationalism; however, European missionaries  

influence and teaching sparked nationalistic sentiments among Arab Christians”(17). 

 

Moreover, Similar to the Arabs, the Jewish nationalism kept a cultural and religious  

idea until the Nineteenth century, when the idea of the Jewish state expanded as a political  

ideology, European rationalism, secular nationalism, and imperialism combined with the anti- 

Semitism of the 19th century laid to the creation for the ideas of a Hungarian Jew named  

Theodor Herzl and political Zionism, The term “Zionism” originated in an article by Nathan  

Birthbaum in 1896 and came to refer to the movement to reestablish the Jewish nation in  

Palestine(21-23). 

Though not original to him, Herzl’s ideas of Zionism became the draw for  

growing number of Zionist supporters. He assumed that the Jews living throughout Europe  
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had all the characteristics of a nation, a shared religion, history, and culture but they lacked a  

state in which they could live out their hopes and dreams for the future (Bickerton  

Klausner25). 

The first such Jewish group founded an organization being an ancient name for Erez  

Yisrael and a Russian called Pinsker wrote a book called “Automanecipation” argued that: “ 

 Anti-Semitism was so deeply embedded in Europe society that Jews would never be  

managed As equals Jews could not wait for western society to change; they had to seize their  

own destiny and establish an independent Jewish state"(Pinkser22).  

 

 Pinsker’s book along with the first wave of Jewish immigration to Palestine which is  

known as the first Aliyah brought approximately thirty-five thousand Jews to this region  

between 1882 and 1903. It laid the foundation for the Jewish settlement in Palestine. Then,  

Pinsker published a book called “ A Jewish State,” which drew mass attention to the Zionist  

cause. From 1896, Zionists became never more focused on creating a national home for Jews  

in the region of Palestine, their first congress that met in 1897 was the catalyst for the Zionist  

movement of the 20th century(5). 

 

Also, the delegates of The Zionist First Congress defined the objective of  

Zionism as “to create for the Jewish people a home by public law”. To achieve this goal, the  

delegates intended to promote a systematic settlement of Palestine by Jewish farmers,  

craftsmen, and artisans with the approval of the necessary government, then the second  

Aliyah which brought approximately forty thousand Jews to Palestine between 1901-1914(6). 
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In 1901, the creation of a Jewish National Fund to purchase land; In 1908,  

the Palestine land development company was established to assist in developing the property.  

With the assistance of wealthy men like Baron Edmond de Rothschild and Baron Maurice de  

Hirch, the Jews bought land from the Arab landowners. After multiple waves of immigrants,  

the Jewish population numbered around 60.000, or slightly less than 10 percent of the  

people of Palestine, on the eve of World War One ( Bickerton and Klausner 26-28).  

 

Furthermore, Shannon reported that World War I centered the concerns of the  

European power; however, due to the expansion of the European empires, the conflict  

affected many nations around the world. In the Middle East, the war was a time of varying  

promises the European power made to encourage support for their side in the war. For the  

Arabs, the Hussein-McMahon correspondence offered the Hashemite ruler Sherif Hussein  

independence for the Arabs in exchange for the Arab uprisings against the Ottomans, which  

the Arab accomplished in 1916 with the Arab revolt (26-28).  

 

 I.2. Belfour Declaration: 

 For the Jews, the Belfour Declaration from British Foreign Secretary Sir Arthur  

Belfour to Lord Rothschild within the British Zionist Organization made promises about the  

same territory to the Zionists who wanted to establish a Jewish state on the site of the Biblical  

Israel. The Belfour declaration issued on November 2, 1917, said that: 

 

“his Majesty’s government view with favour the establishment of the a 

National home for the Jewish people, and will use their best endeavors to 
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facilitate the achievement of this object it being understood that nothing shall 

be done may prejudice the civil and religious rights of the existing non-Jewish 

communities in Palestine, or the right and political status enjoyed by Jews in 

any other countries"(Shannon16-17) 

 

   Most important, this statement was arguably the single influential document of The  

Middle East. Britain honored a different wartime agreement, for alongside these competing  

promises, the British and the French had created the Sykes-Picot Agreement. This held a  

postwar vision to carve up the Levant and Iraq into spheres of influence between the two  

powers, Britain and France put the Sykes-Picot Agreement into effect at the San Remo  

conference and incorporated it into the Treaty of Serves in 1920(16-17). 

 

  According to Shannon, the newly formed League of Nations ratified the treaty,  

creating zones called mandates system for the European powers to administer to guide the  

people along the path to self - government and independence. Britain, France and the United  

States joined with other nations to decide the fate of the Middle East, the later was divided  

into territories that were expected to become independent nations, these mandates married the  

Wilsonian idea of self –determination from his fourteen points with the continuing desires of  

the imperial powers(16-17). 

 

 As a result, France gained mandate power over Syria and Lebanon, and Britain gained  

control over Iraq, Transjordan, and Palestine. The commission’s goal of future local self – 

government fueled the drive for the nationalism among the Arabs and Jews in that area. “Each  
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the party would resort to diplomatic pressure, violence, and even terrorism to press their claim  

against the increasingly overworked and world association”(17). 

 

  Bickerton and Klausner showed that Neither side received the fulfillment of what the  

British had promised during the war, and both resented the British third party rule and its  

attempts at imperial governing (18). The League of Nations included the Balfour Declaration  

in the obligations for the necessary power in Palestine at San Remo. This bound Britain to  

establish conditions to assist the incoming Jewish population along their path toward  

dominance in Palestine. From the beginning of the mandate, the Jews saw it as in their best  

interest to work with the British. The World Zionist Organization, which came to be known as  

the Jewish Agency, stationed its president Chain Weizmann in London to work in close  

collaboration with the British(46). 

 

 Also, the British Mandate of Palestine started in 1920 under the supervision of Sir  

Samuel, an experienced British politician. Britain because it couldn’t ignore the Arab  

Palestine in her support of the Jews; it had assured to cooperate with Arab leaders to develop  

the Economy of Palestine. Samuel also announced Britain’s duty to live up to their promises  

in the Belfour Declaration to uphold the rights of Palestinians, the Arab inhabitants of  

Palestine issued that the actual declaration had characterized as “ existing on-Jewish  

communities in Palestine.” (Immel 15).  

 

 Furthermore, Britain had made promises that the British had made it tough for them to  

commit their resources to support either side. Thus, Britain’s support continued to shift,  
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favoring the first group which is the Jews. When the Jewish National Fund purchased large  

tracts of land from the absentee landowners, clashes broke out between the Arab Palestinians  

and the Jews in which roughly equal numbers from both communities were eliminated. The  

Arabs residing in these areas were dismissed, and these displacements led increasing tensions  

and violent confrontations between both sides (15).  

 

 Bickerton and Klausner noted that the Arab opposed the mandate and the declaration  

of Belfour as encouraging the Jews to establish a politically sovereign state in Palestine,  

which the Arab were determined to resist. The Arab’s lack of organization hampered their  

efforts to resistance throughout the mandate period. The British opposed an Arab Agency, but  

because the term directive specifically referenced Jewish Zionist objectives, the Arab believed  

cooperating with the British in any way would show acquiescence to the Belfour Declaration  

and the Zionist cause. Because of this as well as political divisions among the Arabs as to who  

should rule and represent them, the Arabs formed no representative body to promote their  

interest(47-48). 

 

Furthermore, the economic depression and outbreak of Anti-Semitism in Europe in  

1929 increased the level of immigration to Palestine. The renewed fear and anger among the  

Arabs, which had begun to subside with the correspondence decrease in Jewish immigration  

in the 1920s, Jewish immigration generated a cycle of violent outbreaks followed by British  

attempts to halt or reduce Jewish immigration levels, followed by repeals of British  

restrictions that led increased immigration( Bickerton and Klausner 52).            
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Moreover, by the late of the 1930s, it had become to all that the Jews and Arabs were  

not willing to live in the same area. In 1937, the British Peel Commission Report called for  

Palestine to be partitioned, or split, into independent Arab and Jewish states. Jews adopted  

this solution but they wanted to modify it (52).  

Although the Arabs rejected it outright, declaring that giving land to an outside the  

minority was an unjust solution, and in 1939 the British tried again, issuing a policy paper,  

The White Papers announced that Palestine would become an independent state within the  

next ten years, this was meant to be an Arab country since the papers restricted Jewish  

immigration to 75,000 people over the next five years with Arab consent being necessary after  

that. These White Papers essentially repudiated the Balfour Declaration. The imminence of  

another world was spurred this shift in British policy, for they were concerned about having  

reliable bases in the Middle East and wanted to ensure the Arab and Muslim communities  

were on their side (Shanon56). 

 

Moreover, the Arab League, a coalition of the Arab nations formed in 1945, was  

Particularly sympathetic to the desire of the Arab Palestinians for their nations. Finally, the  

world fear at the “Final Solution” to exterminate all European Jews formed a great sympathy  

in the United Nations for the creation of Jewish state in Palestine (19). 

 

Smith showed that Following the devastation of World War II, Britain’s domestic  

economic crises and challenges in maintaining imperial obligations forced its government in  

1947to acknowledge them it could no longer sustain its commitment in Palestine and to turn  

the matter over to the newly formed United Nations. Once in the hand of the UN, the General  

Assembly formed a special committee on Palestine( UNSCOP) of eleven neutral nations to  
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examine the issue and draw up recommendations. The board went to the Middle East to  

gather information from the various groups involved (56). 

 

In addition, the Jewish Agency met with the committee, but the newly formed  

Palestinian High Committee boycotted any meetings because they believed the Arab rights  

were self-evident. In August 1947, the Committee presented its finding to the General with  

the majority was recommending a partition plan for a Jewish and Arab state with Britain  

administering the mandate for a two-year interim period(56). 

 

 Despite the report’s weakness, Bickerton and Klausner stated that: “the Jewish  

Agency accepted the majority land partition, with the Arab rejected all partition  

recommendations After thirty-four meeting of a UN ad hoc committee to evaluate UNSCOP’s  

recommendations, the committee presented an amended version of the Partition plan to the  

General Assembly that gave roughly forty- five percent of the land of Palestine to an Arab  

state and fifty- five percent of the land to a Jewish state, with Jerusalem designated as an  

international zone under the United Nations administrative(84-85). 

 

I.3. United Nations Partition and Decision: 

Smith stated that on November 29, 1947, the UN General Assembly voted  

overwhelmingly to recommend partition into Arab and Jewish states(87). The UN vote for  

partition did not guarantee the creation of Palestine and the scheduled end of the British  

Mandate on 15, May 1948. The majority did provide the Jewish community with a legal  

framework for establishing a state, the Jewish defense force, a specific goal to pursue. The  
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Arab nations surrounding Palestine rejected the partition plan and the Jews’ claim to  

Palestinian territory and prevented the Jews from attaining the state the partition plan  

promised. The Arab Liberal Army (AlA), consisting of citizens from a number countries and  

commanded by Arab leaders, invaded Palestine in the late of 1947(199) 

Bickerton and Klausner reported that in April 1948, each side committed an atrocity  

that historians remember for their brutality: the Jewish Irgun and Stern Gun’s attack on Arabs  

in Deir Yassin and the Arabs retaliation against the group of Jewish doctors and nurses on  

Mount Scopus. Deir Yassin lay outside designate partition boarders for the New Jewish state,  

but it was a principal village on the way to Jerusalem. On April 9, a group of 132 Irgun and  

Stern Gang men entered the town of Deir Yassin, captured the village, killed approximately  

254 men, women, children. In response to this, the Arabs retaliated on April 13, besieging a  

convoy of a mainly Jewish doctors and nurses on their way and killed seventy-seven of  

them(103-104). 

  According to Smith, on May 14, 1948, as the Jewish forces gained some measures of  

the military advantage over the Palestinians, David Ben Gurion proclaimed the state of Israel  

to exist within the territories awarded in the UNSCOP partition plan minus the Negev and  

received an immediate de facto territories recognition from President Truman on behalf of the  

The United States on the following day, armies from the surrounding Arab states under the  

auspice of the Arab League invaded Arab Palestine and the new State of Israel, sparking a  

new round of fighting(203-204). 

 

Morris in his book proclaimed that  The UN-commission mediator, Count Folke  

Bernadotte arranged a month-long truce in mid-June, but both sides violated the terms. The  
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Arab reinforced their lines with current units, prevented supplies from reaching isolated  

Israeli settlements, and occasionally opened fire along the lines. The Israeli also moved more  

troops to their fronts. Also, they violated the arms embargos and bought weapons from  

Czechoslovakia(267). 

In other words, upon expiry of the British mandate and after announcing the state of  

Israel on May 14, 1948. The following day, regular armies of the Arab countries intervened in  

the conflict and turning a civil war into the first scale Arab-Israeli war, a war which ended in  

the defeat with the Arabs and disaster for Palestine. The fighting was haltered after several  

weeks. Meanwhile, the truce went into effect in June 1948 and was supervised by the United  

Nations mediator with the assistance of a group of inter-National military observers, which  

came to be known as (UNTSO) the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization( (267). 

  

Despite the efforts of the mediator, no agreement could be reached on an extension of  

the truce and fighting broke out again on 8 July, On July 1948, the Security Council decided  

In the resolution that the situation in Palestine continued threat to peace. It ordered the cease- 

fire and Proclaimed that failure of complying would be constructed as a breach of peace  

requiring immediate consideration of enforcement measures under Chapter Seven of the  

United Nations Charter(267). 

 

 By that time, Israel controlled much of the territory allotted the Arab countries by the  

partition resolution, including the Western part of Jerusalem. Egypt and Jordan respectively  

administrated the remaining portion of Gaza Strip and the West Bank of the Jordan River.  

More fighting took place in October 1948 and March 1949. Egypt followed by Lebanon,  
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Syria and Transjordan signed an armistice in early 1949. Israel increased its land area by  

approximately 20 percent of these agreements, which the new UN mediator Ralph Bunche of  

the United States negotiated. As a consequence of the war, hostilities also created a dire  

humanitarian crisis, with almost 70,000 Palestinians being uprooted from their land and  

becoming refugees, while in the Middle East confrontations between parties, Count  

Bernadotte was shot and killed on September 1948 in the Israeli-held sector in  

Jerusalem(Morris267). 

 

In addition, the UN General Assembly passed Resolution that established a Palestinian  

Conciliation Commission as recommended, on December 11, 1948, planned ways to resolve  

the Problem of Palestine, following suggestions contained in the report prepared by Count  

Bernadotte to the intractable situation in Palestine. It provided that refugees wishing to return  

to their home land and live at peace with their neighbors should be permitted o do so at the  

earliest practicable date and compensation for those who wouldn’t return.  , the assembly  

asked for the demilitarization and internationalization of the Jerusalem city and free access to  

the holy land in Palestine(267). 

  

Therefore, the conciliation tried to resolve issues like the size of the territories,  

refugees and the status of Jerusalem. Though separate talks with the Arabs including Egypt,  

Jordan,  Syria, and Israel at a conference in Lausanne in April 1949, it obtained a protocol  

signed separately by each side, agreeing to use the territories established in the partition  

 

resolution as a basis for discussion. But the meeting of the commission ended  
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inconclusively(Morris267). 

 

 Meanwhile, on 11 May 1949, Israel became a member of the United Nations.In  

admitting Israel, the General Assembly particularly took note of Israel’s declaration and  

clarification to the assembly’s ad hoc political Committee regarding the implementation of the  

resolutions 181 and 194(267). 

I.4. Arab Reactions to the Palestinian-Israeli Conflict:  

The Arab case in the region of the Middle East and the area of Palestine particularly  

has its heavy emotional overlay which heads for cumulative factors. In fact, whereas a sizable  

segment of the Palestine-Jewish community would award the Arab side equal validity with  

their own, they favor the “bi-National Palestine” and few people show to be slanted towards a  

similar approach and the term zealot which means bigot also obtained its special connotation  

in Roman-ruled Palestine(Speiser208). 

Nowadays, it describes the Arab stance or the attitude accurately more than that of  

Jews, an attitude which demonstrates not only the Palestinian-Arabs but also the Arab people  

in general, it possesses its evocative foreign power when applied to the financial fringe.  

Whichever side they may be on, Arab violence about Palestine is perhaps the outstanding  

aspect of the Arab case, the feeling of Arabs must not be ignored, whatever the ingrained  

features, the Jews want to minimize its bearing on the central issue. Depend on this passionate  

belief of the Arabs is the fact that Palestine has remained under continuous Arab occupation  

since the seventh century they still have a vast majority in the country(209). 
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 In addition to that, they neither allow it to fall under the political domination of a  

different minority nor suffer from the actual numerical percentage to be modified; Muslim  

Arab has a steady meaning of divine right of “Occupation” this term which is the most  

important factor throughout history. Palestine is their inalienable procession because  

Allah gave them the land, and no disturber can take it away, which the logic of events may  

violate but cannot compromise. Thus, the practical result is intransigence assumers of the  

past(Speiser 212). 

  

In conjunction with the Jewish case, the Arab seems to be an instance of the right set  

against the rival right; the “State Zionists” recognize the fact that the Arabs have an equitable  

claim to Palestine, however, are convinced that their claim is immeasurably more valid.  

On the other hand, the Arabs reject concede any validity to the principal Zionist and are  

between disproving each of them, and in this excessive zeal the Arab have injected into the  

problem of a number arguments which place moderation at an added disadvantage(212). 

 

Speincer states that the opposition of the  Zionist argument from history, that the 

Palestine is declared as having been Muslims in faith from Abraham to Jesus, the Palestine 

Arabs are the descendants of the Canaanites, an Arab tribe which arrived in Palestine from the 

Arabian Peninsula “In the 3500bc.”Accordingly, the Arabs have dwelt in the area of Palestine 

since that year “without ever leaving the country” and the Arabs of Palestine including Egypt, 

Saudi Arabia, are the descendants of Canaanites(212).  
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I.5.Reactions to the United Nations Approval of Partition: 

Historically, the Arab-Israeli conflict rose from the 1947 UN resolution. United  

Nations Resolution(181II) which “ independent Arab and Jewish States  in Palestine. While  

the proposed partition plan was widely opposed by the Arabs residing, not only in Palestine  

but all over. The entire Arab leadership opposed the partition plan because the proposal is a  

violation of the rights of Palestinian people living in the area which is 67 percent to 33 percent  

of the Jewish community(Hertz106). 

  

Moreover, Arab leaders threatened Jews to the length going as far as “ Driving the  

Jews into the sea " Azzam Pasha, the general secretary of the Arab League, told reporters on  

May 20, 1948: “ we are fighting, for an Arab Palestine and let them be as the Jewish as they  

like. In areas where they predominate, they will have complete autonomy(106). 

  

In addition, Zionists attributed the rejection by the Arab World as more Academy;  

however, Arab asserted that their opposition was due to the unfair decision of the United  

Nations, Arab rejection, is considered justified because the UN resolution gave more than  

50percent of the land to the Jews whearas; legally they owned only 7 percent of it. 

 

 Hertz also showed that Intifadah or rebellion by the Arab world has been regarded as  

obstinacy by the Jewish; but, the supporting Zionist parties fail to acknowledge that there was  

no ‘sacrifice’ involved on put of the Jews as a result of UN resolution. A report correctly  

declared what was on the mind of millions in the world “ inflamed by nationalism and  

religious fervor. Arabs, in Syria. Lebanon, Iraq, Transjordan, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia, as well  
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as Palestine, are determined to fight against any force, or a combination of troops, which  

attempts to set up a Jewish state in Palestine  and Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, all shared  them  

concern over this resolution was fearing what lay ahead of it(207). 

The British Newspaper the Economist consents that while Jewish people are accepting  

the U.N 1947 approval of the partition for Palestine, the Arab population is Defiantly  

opposed. For the most part, the Jewish State is united, and working had to resolve internal  

political situations, the lack of room for all immigrants seeking immediate entry, and  

other issues, the Arab population, doesn’t want to recognize the partition, they want the  

Jewish people out of their land Palestine and are  willing to resort violence to achieve their  

goal . The Arab state is in negation and refuses to make plans to take over and to rule the Arab  

part of the country(The Economist1). 

 Moreover, the response of the three interested communities in the area of Palestine to  

the United Nation’s accord of partition has been almost exactly what one would have  

expected. The Jews are delighted and happy, the Arabs angry, any British suspicious. But  

sentiments stop short of excess; the Jews are finding a kind of reduction in the plan. There  

was widespread Arab disturbance they were neither as violent nor as lengthy as many officials  

expected, the average British official first said, “The whole things damn silly,” on reflection  

his stance is more “well, its an excellent scheme on paper, but…” (2). 

Immel reported that dealing with the Palestine Arab leaders, like the Mufti and the  

members of the Arab Higher Executive know the fact that unless they can reserve the United  

Nations decisions by force of arms, a partition, will be inevitable, yet they reject to take over  

and administer their part of the country. Moreover, the Arabs rejected to allow any of the  
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more reasonable, progress young people, knowing that something has to be done, to make any  

plans of their own, according to Mufti’s order, the Arab follow him, they hate having the Jews  

in their “own land” and would be delighted to turn them out by force(25-26). 

  

Also, the United Nations International Court of Justice (ICJ ) uses the term  

“unbalanced” in describing the reason for Arab rejectionism of resolution, which does not  

seventy-seven percent of the original mandate. For the Jews was exercised in 1922 So that to  

form and establish the fourth Arab States. Transjordan nowadays Jordan in a statement by Dr.  

Abba Hillel Silver, the representative of the Jewish Agency for Palestine to the United   

Nations Special Committee on Palestine, he tackled the fairness, balance, and justice: 

 

“according to David Lloyd George, then British prime minister, the Balfour     

declaration  implied that the whole of Palestine, including Transjordan, should  

ultimately became a Jewish state. Transjordan had, nevertheless, been served  

from Palestine in 1922 and had subsequently been set up as an Arab kingdom  

now a second Arab State was to be carved out of the remainder of 

Palestine…”(Hertz6) 

According to Hertz, the Arab countries took the dais to reiterate their  

opposition to the recommendation and intention to render implementation of  

resolution 181 a moot question by the use of force, the Arabs from the transcript of the  

General Assembly in  

the meeting of 29, N November 1947 assumed that: 

“the decision  which we have now taken… undermines peace, justice and  
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democracy. In the same of my government, I wish to state that it feels that this  

decision antidemocratic, illegal, impractical and contrary to the  

charter…Therefore, in the name of my government, I wish to put on record that  

Iraq doesn’t recognize the validity of this decision, will reserve freedom of  

actions toward its implementation”(8) 

According to Syria, the charter is dead, and they never recognized such a partition and  

never agree, to be responsible for it. For the Yemen delegation, the separation is contrary to  

justice and the Charter of the United Nations. Thus, their government doesn’t consider itself  

bound by such a decision and will protect its freedom of action towards the implementation of  

this partition(Hertz7). 

  

    Furthermore, the partition plan was not only met by verbal rejection on the Arab part but  

also by concrete, so that to block its implementation and destroy the Jewish policy by powers  

of arms, a goal the Arab publicly announced even before resolution 181was brought to vote(  

Helzel8). 

 

Likewise, the representatives of the Arab states claim that the partition of Palestine  

would be a historic injustice, but this view was unacceptable, If only because, after all, the  

Jewish people has been closely related to Palestine for a considerable period in history. Apart  

from that, Jews must not overlook, and the USSR delegation drew attention to this  

circumstance originally at the special session of the General Assembly, the Arabs must  

not neglect the position in which the Jewish people around themselves as a consequence of  

the recent World War(Levin25). 
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 In connection with the Proposal of the Partition of Palestine, the representative of  

some Arab States referred to the USSR and attempted to cast aspirations on the Foreign policy  

of its government. In particular, the representatives of Lebanon twice exercised his ingenuity  

on the subject, the proposal of dividing the area of Palestine into two parts or two separate  

independent states, the Partition, which the USSR has taken in the matter, are not directed  

against the Arabs ,and that , in the Arabs profound conviction, such a solution of this question  

is in keeping with the fundamental national interests not only for the Jews but also for the  

Arabs(Hertz33). 

Furthermore, the United Nations recognized that resolution 181 had not been by the  

Arab part, rendering its issue: On January 29, 1948, the first monthly progress report of the  

UN-appointed Palestine Commission, charged with helping put resolution into effects was  

submitted to the Security Council implementations of resolution 181 hinged not only on the  

on the five member states appointed to represent the UN and especially the Great Britain, but  

first and foremost on the participation of both sides were invited to appoint representatives.  

The Commission are reported: 

   

  “The invitation extended by the (181) resolution was promptly accepted by the  

government of the United Kingdom and by the Jewish Agency for Palestine,  

both of which designated representatives to assist the commission … as regard  

the Arab higher Committee, the following telegraphic responses was received  

by the Secretary General on 19 January”(34). 

 

 The Arab higher committee is determined to persist in rejection partition, and refusal  
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recognizes un resolution in order to respect and anything driving there from. For this reason is  

to adopt the invitation(9). Furthermore, the United Nations commission’s February 16, 1948  

Report to the Security Council noted that the Arab-led hostilities were an effort :“to avoid the  

implementation of the General assembly’s plan of partition and to thwart its objectives by  

threats and acts of violence, including armed incursions into Palestine territory”(Hertz 35). 

Therefore, on May 15, 1948, British evacuated Palestine, and the Zionist leaders  

proclaimed the State of Israel. The Neighboring Arab States including Egypt,  

Lebanon, Syria, Iraq and Saudi Arabia, Jordan then invaded Israel claiming that they  

sought to save and secure the area of Palestine from the Zionists. In Fact, the Arab rulers had  

the territorial design on Palestine and were no more anxious to see the Palestinians Arab state  

emerge than the Zionists. After Two days, on May, 17,1948, after the invasion began, the  

Palestine Commission designed in order to implement  181 adjourned “sin die”  which means  

without determining a date, after the appointment of the General Assembly a United Nations  

in the region of Palestine Commission from the further exercise of its responsibilities(36). 

  

Meanwhile, the period between May and June 1948, when the fighting was most  

intense, the outcome of this first Arab-Israeli war was in doubt. But after arms shipments from  

Czechoslovakia reached Israel; its armed forces emerged superiority and invaded territories  

beyond the UN partition plan boarders of the Jewish states (Hajjar 5). 

 

 Moreover, some thought that the partition plan could be revived, but by the end of the 

conflict, it was known Anakba or the disaster for the Arabs and for the Zionists it was called  

the war of independence, the resolution 181 had become a moot issue as realities on the  
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ground made the creation of an armistice- line ( the green line) a temporary cease-fire  

expected to be followed by peace treaties, the most constructive path to solve the conflict(6).   

 

In July 30, 1949, working paper of the United Nations Secretariat entitled The Future  

of the Arab Palestine and the Question of Partition noted further that:“the Arabs rejected the  

United Nations Partition Plan so that any comment of theirs did not specifically concern the  

status of the Arab section of Palestine under the partition but rather rejected the scheme in its 

entirely”(1). 

In 1949, the war between Israel and the Arab States ended with the signing of an  

armistice agreement including (Egypt, Trans-Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon) with the assistance  

of the UN mediator Dr.Ralph Bunche, resolution 181 had become irrelevant, and the armistice  

agreement addressed new realities created by the war, the country once was known as  

Palestine was now divided into three parts, each under separate political control, The State of  

Israel encompassed 77percent of the territory; Jordan occupied East Jerusalem and the hill  

country of central Palestine (the West Bank). Egypt took control of the coastal plain around  

the city of Gaza( the Gaza Strip). The Palestinian Arab State envisioned by the United  

Nations Partition Plan was never established(Hajjar11). 

   

Over Subsequent Years, the UN simply abandoned recommendations of the  

resolution 181, as its ideas were drained of all relevance by subsequent events.  

Moreover , the Arabs continued to refuse 181 after the war when they  

themselves controlled the West Bank (1948-1967) which Jordan invaded in the  

course of the war and annexed illegally(12). 
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According to Beinin, attempts by Palestinians to roll back the clock resuscitate  

Resolution 181 more than six decades after they refused it as if nothing had happened are the  

baseless ploy designed to use Resolution 181 as leverage to bring about greater Israeli  

withdrawal from parts of Western Palestine and to gain a boarder base from which they  

Continue to attack an Israel with the even less defendable territory. Both Palestinians and their  

Arab brethren in Neighboring countries rendered the plan null and void by their subsequent  

aggressive Actions(27). 

As a consequence of the fighting in the area of Palestine and Israel between 1947and  

1949, over 700.000 Palestinian Arabs became refugees and the question of the responsibility  

of their exodus are sharply disputed; many Palestinians have claimed that most were expelled  

by a Zionist plan so that to rid the country of its non-Jewish inhabitants; the  official Israeli  

position holds that the refugees fled on  orders from Arab political and military leaders, one  

Israeli military intelligence the document indicates that at least 75percent of the refugee left  

due to the Jews or Israeli military actions,  psychological campaigns aimed at frightening the  

Arabs into leaving, and direct expulsions(28). 

 In addition, about five percent left on orders from the Arab authorities, there are  

several well-documented cases of mass expulsion during and after the conflict of 1948-1949  

and the massacres that led to massive Arab-Scale flight, and the most known example of mass  

expulsion is that of 50,000 Arabs and  of the towns of Lydda and Raml, most of the Arab  

residents were killed in cold blood by the Israelis fighters(Beinin29).        
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  VI.Conclusion 

To conclude, the United Nations recommended dividing Palestine between Arabs and  

Jews. The plan was published in November 1947. The Arabs immediately rejected partition,  

because they believed that Palestine was theirs by right. The Plan also appeared to favor the  

Jews. Although the population of Palestine was about 60 percent Arab, the Jews received  

more than half of the land and the more fertile areas as well. The Arabs were allotted sectors  

that were mostly desert. 

 

As the British withdrew, the Palestinians fought to gain control of every town. On the  

other side, Israeli terrorist gangs, the 'Stern' and the 'Irgun', forced Arabs to leave their homes  

and flee for their lives. Those who stayed, or tried to fight, were killed, men, women, and  

children. This was a major factor in the bitter hatred that developed between Jews and Arabs.  

Nevertheless, the United Nations plan was approved, and preparations began for the new state  

of Israel. 

 

On 14 May 1948 the Israeli Prime Minister, David Ben Gurion, announced the  

creation of the stat For their part, the Israelis announced that Israel would be a secular state;  

that meant that religion would have no influence and that all people living within its borders  

would have the full rights of citizenship. In other words, although Israel was being created as  

a homeland for Jews, Arabs would qualify as citizens and be able to vote and stand for the  

Knesset, the Israeli parliament. This did not satisfy many Arabs. They did not want to live in  

Israel. They wanted a state of their.e of Israel. There was great rejoicing in Tel Aviv, but the  

Arab governments in the surrounding countries objected to the new state and tried to destroy  
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it. On 15 May 1948 the armies of Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Transjordan, Saudi Arabia and Egypt  

attacked Israel. 
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Chapter Two 

 

The Egyptian American Relations on the light of the Arab Israeli 

Conflict: 1967-1973 

 

II.Introduction 

 

Egypt–United States relations refers to the current and historical relationship 

between Egypt and the United, States. U.S. had minimal dealings with Egypt when it was 

controlled by the Ottoman Empire (before 1882) and Britain (1882–1945). 

 

President Gamal Abdel-Nasser (1952–70) antagonized the U.S. by his pro-Soviet 

policies and anti-Israeli rhetoric, but the U.S. helped keep him in power by forcing Britain 

and France to immediately end their invasion in 1956 to nationalize the Suez Canal  

American policy has been to provide strong support to military dictatorships that supported 

U.S. and Israeli interests in the region, especially presidents Anwar Sadat (1970–81). 

 

This Chapter sets a brief account of history of the Six days war of 1967and 1973. It  

spots the light on the Arab reaction to Israel’ occupation of the holy lands through  

analyzing the Egyptian reaction to the conflict, and it explores the way whereby these  

conflicts impacted the pace of relations with the United States and the chosen Arab  

country. 

 

II.1. the Six Days War:  

  

  According to Bickerton’s book stated that “The new territories established in the 
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war of 1967 shaped the physical, political, and cultural conditions in which the 

Contemporary Arab-Israeli-conflict has existed for the last Forty-five Years, changing the 

facts on the ground while protecting the existing grievances. In Six days, the Israeli forces 

decimated the armed of the Arab nations, tripled its territorial Control, and believed direct 

rule over the majority of Palestinians. This war re-explained Israel’s National image to the 

world, it was no longer a small, this war created Israel as the leading regional military 

power, it also discredited the Arab states as possible liberators of the Palestine. Also, 

between the Suez-Sinai conflict in 1956 and the war of 1967 and with no struggle, Israel 

grew economically, military, politically and culturally”(109). 

   

 Among the Arabs, the Egyptian president Gamal Abd Nasser spent, this time, 

spreading the ideal of Pan-Arabism throughout the region of the Middle East to unite the 

Arabs around their collective identity. However, the leadership of the Arab Nations 

remained divided over the political ideologies of socialism and communism. Egypt and 

Syria embraced racial Social and Economic changes, refused foreign commitments to the 

western, and received help from the Soviet Union(11). 

  

 Moreover, Egypt and Syria united in a unified Arab Republic in January 1958 in  

reaction to political calls for a federal Union between the two regions to increase the 

cooperations of both nations. This union laid certain obligations on each side and bound 

them together in the subsequent conflicts with Israel. The French and British diplomatic  

failure during the Suez crisis left the S.U and the United States as major two superpowers 

with influence in the Middle East(Shannon64). 

 

  Also, he stated that The Suez crisis in 1956 resolved around and shipped right in 

the Suez Canal and the Straits of Tiran. During this conflict, Israel occupied the Sinai 
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Peninsula but retuned it in 1957 under pressure from President Eisenhower with the 

conditions that Egypt maintain access to the Straits. Egypt violated this agreement when it 

closed the Straits to the Israeli shipping with a naval blockade in May 1967.  

Leading up to this shutdown, Nasser asked the United Nations observers leave the 

demilitarized buffer zone created in Sinai after the Suez crisis, and then moved 1000.000 

soldiers and 1.000 tanks to the Sinai border near the Gulf of Aqaba and the Straits of Tiran, 

Israeli’s stance Nasser’s  forces of the Sinai Peninsula and closure of the Straits of  

Tiran as a catalyst of the war(64). 

 

  However, while Nasser gave the speech explaining these actions as a means to 

threaten Israel to desist its attacks Syria and the Golan Heights, his deputy was in 

Washington to work out the diplomatic solution to the crisis. Nasser looked for victory by 

pressing Israel to back down in the War of words. But, for Israel, Nasser’s actions were 

acts of war. In addition to Egypt’s efforts, King Hussein of Jordan joined this growing 

conflict by declaring his support for Egypt and inviting Iraqi troops to take up positions 

along the Israeli territories (Nasser113). 

  

 Israel also faced another confrontation over water and borders from Syria. In 

1960, Syria built canals to divert the headwaters of the river Jordan, which lay in Syrian 

territory, but he gave the project after Nasser rejected to support their actions due to the 

anticipated Israel response, and in April 1967 tanks and planes of both Syrian and Israel 

engaged in the main clashes. After Israeli aircraft had shotted down six Syrian aircraft and 

flaw law over the suburbs of Damascus, General Jahid asked Nasser for help, which led to 

the Egyptian troop movement outlined above(Bickerton108). 

 

 El Hassen stated that in the face of these Egyptian mobilizations in the Sinai  
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Peninsula, Israel started hostilities with the surprise attack on June 5, destroying most 

Syrian and Jordanian forces. The Israeli troops captured the Gaza Strip and the Sinai 

Peninsula from Egyptian, East Jerusalem and West Bank from Jordan, the Golan Heights 

from Syria, and Sheeba from Lebanon. Israel started the attack with air forces on the 

ground, destroying 300 of Egypt’s 450 aircraft. Later that same day, Israel invaded the 

Jordanian, Syrian, and Iraqi air forces. By the end of the day, it destroyed 416 Arab 

aircraft, ensuring air superiority for Israel during the war. This air superiority greatly 

assisted Israel’s ground forces that followed the air attacks.In the four days, Israeli 

militarization, supported by paratroopers, defeated Egypt’s army in the Sinai and reached 

the Suez Canal(121). 

  

 Furthermore, Israel had similar success in the West Bank. The events of preceding 

months left King Hussein of Jordan with little choice but to join with Egypt and Syria and 

face a possible backlash from the Israelis rather than face a popular uprising at home that 

could take the throne from him. On May 30, he signed a mutual defense Treaty with Egypt 

and put his forces under Egyptian command. On June 5, Jordan troops instigated an attack 

against Israel, shelling targets in the West Jerusalem Netanya, and Tel Aviv after receiving 

false reports from Nasser’s of early Egyptian successes when Jordanian troops occupied  

portions of West Jerusalem on the next day, the Israeli forces invaded Jordanian units in 

the west bank. By the evening, Israeli troops had surrounded Jerusalem but had not entered 

the city(119). 

 

 During fierce fighting then following day, Israeli forces entered the old city and 

Captured the Western Wall and Temple Mount. In the West Bank. Israeli forces took 

Mount Scopus, Ramallah, Jeni, Judea, Gush Etzion, and Hebden, when King Hussein 
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ordered hi troops to retreat across the Jordan River, Israel Defense Minister General Moshe 

Dayan ordered Israeli forces to capture the rest of the West Bank(120). 

 

 Despite being reluctant to join the Hostilities given Israel’s remarkable success, 

Syria still believed Nasser’s early false reports of Egypt success and initiated hostilities 

against Israel; then Israeli Air Forces had bombed Syrian artillery positions in the Golan 

Heights. When the Israeli air force destroyed two-Thirds of the Syrian Air Force, Syria 

refrained from a ground Offensive and began a massive shelling of Israeli towns in the 

Hula Valley. However, with the support of the Israeli air force, ground force broke through 

the Syrian Defenses and reached of the Israeli air force, ground, causing the Syrian force to 

flee(El Hassen112) 

  

 Furthermore, El Hassan reported that hostilities ended on June 10 when Egypt, 

Syria, and Jordan agreed to the United Nations security council's cease-fire. Israel 

controlled the Sinai Peninsula to the point of the Suez Canal, the religiously crucial arena 

of the Middle East, the West Bank and Jerusalem, and the strategic of the Golan Heights. 

This impressive demonstration of the Israeli Military power left the Arabs humiliated and 

with more than 21,000 Arab soldiers dead and 45,000 wounded. In Contrast, Israel lost less 

than 1,000 soldiers with approximately 2,500 injured(125). 

   

 The Israeli thought that the Question of the war rested on the sustained  

Antagonism and the inability of the Arabs to recognize and adopt the political sovereignty 

of 4the Jewish people in Israel and their desires to avenge the defeats and humiliation of 

the previous wars at the hand of the Israelis. Moreover, it overlooked the role their 1956 

military reaction toward France and Britain played in bringing Nasser to power and in 

fueling his Pan- Arab ideology, which led him to actions in 1967(130). 
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 As the Israeli looked at the Arab forces that surrounded their nations in 1967 

under Nasser’s control, they believed that in a full-scale war attacking first was the only A 

strategy that stood a chance of victory. Though the United States had warned Israel against 

initiating hostilities, when President Johnson heard the news of what happened, he 

expressed his surprise and “regret that Israel decided to move when it did”, but also refused 

to ‘oversimplified charge of Israeli aggression’ given the provocations by Egypt and Syria 

Over the past weeks. Johnson preferred Israel to avoid war but also saw merit in the 

strategy that clarified such an actions(Shanon 78). 

  

 Also, Bickerton stated that the Arab assume the cause of the war lay in the Israeli  

aggressiveness and expansionism, Israel’s excessive retaliations, and Israeli “hawkishness”  

and determination to maintain military superiority. Legally, Nasser had the right to ask the 

UN forces to leave the Sinai Peninsula, through its implications made it unadvisable. The 

closure of the Straits did not represent an immediate threat to Israel or its economic 

situation as only about five percent of Israel’s trade came to the country through the port of 

Eilat on the Strait(109). 

  

 

  Trough Nasser’s actions in the search for diplomatic support from the U.S may 

illustrate His desire to avoid war, given Israel’s strong response to the Suez crisis Nasser 

knew he Was risking Military engagement with its actions(113). When hostilities stopped, 

Israel had The means to negotiate with the Arab States if it desired from a position of high 

strength. The first action the government took was to annex East Jerusalem and the 

surrounding area. Following this, the cabinet unanimously agreed to negotiate peace 

settlement with Egypt in which Israel would return to the international boundaries, that 
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existed before the war in exchange for Egypt guaranteeing freedom of navigation in the 

Straits of shipping in the Straits of Tiran, the Gulf of Aqaba, and the Suez Canal 

demilitarizing the Sinai Peninsula, and permitting Israeli retention of the Gaza Stripe(122). 

 

 Moreover, the cabinet also drew up a peace settlement for Syria in which Israel 

would return to the former international borders if Syria agreed to the demilitarization of 

the Golan Heights and guaranteed the free flow of water stem from the source of the 

Jordan to Israel. However, within a brief time, the council withdrew the offers to  

return the ground t Egypt and Syria without passing then along to the Syrians and 

Egyptians(124). 

  

 According to El Hassen, the cabinet made no plans to relinquish control of the 

West Bank. Some of the Israel asked for immediate annexation of the West Bank and the 

Gaza Strip; however,   the government faced demographic implications to the “Jewish” 

nation if they annexed areas containing 1.3 million Arabs. The government postponed the 

issue to avoid risking international opposition to their policy. Instead, many moved to 

establish “facts on the ground” and to garner Jewish footholds in the West Bank and 

Jerusalem that would led everyone to adopt the Jordan River as Israel’s eastern 

border(122) Israelis moved to create settlements in the territories with regional of ensuring 

Israeli security, despite the fact that the settlements violated international and some of 

Israel’s laws(126). 

  

 Shanon stated that the Underling the territories was the fact that Israel did not  

consider the West Bank as occupied territory. Instead, they remain “contested” to which 

they have an equal right to claim as the Palestinians do. After the war of 1967, Israel’s 

military advocate general, Colonel Meir Shamgar, recommended the use of the term 
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“disputed” rather than “occupied” to refer to the territory of the West Bank and Gaza to 

reject the applicability of the 1949 fourth Geneva Convention relating to the occupation of 

conquered territory, under the assumption that the two areas were not previously a part of a 

sovereign state(108-109).   

 

 As Israel gained its territory, it also failed to assimilate the people living in those  

areas. The Palestinians were remarkable passive during the war, allowing the West Bank to 

be conquered in a few hours without firing a shot. Soon after the end of the War, 

Palestinian rulers told senior Israeli intelligence officers they were ready to create a 

demilitarized Palestinian state in the West Bank and to sign a peace agreement with Israel, 

but they refused it, though, for they dealt with the Palestinian people in direct talks through 

the Arab nations(Shannon63). 

 

 Both states opposed to creating a peace agreement; U.S. President Johnson sought 

to Mediate the peace after he brokered the ceasefires. However, the Arabs understood he 

showed a measure of partiality towards Israel during the conflict in his willingness to apply 

pressure to stop Israel and after in his statement outlining his view of a possible settlement, 

Which placed the responsibility for the war on Egypt’s “act of folly”.Unlike Eisenhower’s 

approach in1956  that pressured Israel to withdrawal to pre-war borders, Johnson a final 

peace by granting Israel ‘s gains as something to be bartered back in negotiations to force 

the Arab nations to the table to prevent losing their territory(64). 

 

I.2. Egyptian American Relations on the Light of the Arab Israeli 

Conflict of 1967: . 

 After the end of the six days war, it was proposed to Nasser to sign a peace treaty 

with Israel in exchange for return of Sinai Peninsula, on June 19 the Israeli government 
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decided to make Egypt an offer that announced to “Land For Peace”, the crux of this 

proposal-agreement between the two countries, based on international borders and Israel 

security needs . Besides, the proposal would require an Egyptian guarantee through the 

Suez-canal, the Straits of Tiran and the Gulf of Suez. It also requires a demilitarization of 

the Sinai Peninsula, Egyptian promise of an open air space(Adanim488-92). 

   

 Although Israel would retain territories it occupied, the Egyptian leadership 

rejected the Israeli Peace Proposal for two reasons. The first one had to do with the 

geographical elements of the agreements. These would be a full Israeli withdrawal from 

Sinai, but not for the Gaza District, East Jerusalem or the West Bank. The second reason 

for the Egyptian refusal goes to the root of the demand for a Peace Treaty in return for 

withdrawal. This agreement with “the Zionist enemy” was effectively an acknowledgment 

of defeat(488-92). 

  

 

  Schueftan reported that, As long as no longer agreement forced on Egypt, it 

would not accept the results of war. Having passed up on the Israeli Peace Proposal, 

Nasser’s Egypt was left with the military option. Nasser thought that a successful military 

campaign against Israel, liberating the conquered territories of the Egyptian army over the 

Zionist army, would extricate Egypt from the rut into which it had sunk after 1967, he took 

the defeat as a personal failure and will not rest until he can record some victory over 

Israel. Nasser claimed that Israel had to implement the Security Council Resolution 

242(48). 

 

 According to John  Mackey's conversation, the chairperson of the Council on  

 

Foreign Relations and a special advisor to President Lyndon B. Johnson, Nasser said that  
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Israel had to implement the Security Council Resolution 242. Given that Israel was not  

 

doing so, the United Nation Mediator, Dr. Gunnar Jarring, had not been able to force Israel  

 

to comply with the resolution, “these is virtually no chance of an agreement and these is no  

 

way to avoid war” so the possibility of retaking the territories that Egypt had lost in war or  

 

liberating the Sinai Peninsula by the Egyptian army was a dream. Nasser recognized that  

 

Egypt was not able to launch a war against Israel because most of its equipment stores  

 

were lost in June 1967(3). 

 

The June war of 1967 between Israel and the neighboring Arab States especially 

Egypt ended in a stunning defeat for the Arabs. This major event has happened the cold 

war in the area, the defeated Arab States with the conclusion on the side of Israel. 

However, the United States announced a policy has been to play the role of “a pro-peace 

neutral referee”, primarily focused in defusing the explosive Arab-Israeli conflict (4). 

 

 

Risa reported that in 1967 Egypt shocked the world because of her performance in  

the war, after three weeks of simmering crisis or tensions, the Israelis destroyed every plan  

of the Egyptian air force on the ground, the Egyptian commanders proved unable and  

incompetent on the battlefield, brittle commend structure crumbled under the tensions of  

war, also forces proved poorly trained, and operational plans were confused, despite its  

significant numerical strengths in personal and equipment, Egypt gave a disastrous  

performance on the Six day war of 1967(8 ). 

 

 

Moreover, the Monday 5 June 1967 Israel air force took off for their objectives in 

the Egyptian territory; the conflict started with the first strike on Egyptian military airfields 
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(Operation Mocked), within half an hour, only Israeli planes were operating in the 

Egyptian Skies, then the Egyptian had shocked and refused to assume that they failed and  

Only Israel carried out. Moreover, the second day of the conflict the Egyptian media 

started trumpeting charges of tripartite British-American-Israeli cabal, both the United 

States and Great Britain, were full partners in the Israeli aggression because of the fact that 

of their weapons like planes that had destroyed and bombed the Egyptian 

airfields(Oran170-178). 

 

In addition, Johnson showed that  the Unites States denied the accusations but to no 

avail, the next day, some Arab States notably Egypt and Algeria proclaimed the  

severing of the diplomatic ties with Washington and the Cairo soon learned that breaking 

off relations harmed its interests more than it helped informal contacts on renewing ties 

because it was the Egyptians who were counting the Americans, the United States placed 

the resumption of relations: Egypt had to retract its “great lie” about  

the involvement of the American planes in June 1967 War; the Egyptians had to initiate the 

process of renewing relations and Egypt had to pay compensation fo the American 

embassy and the UNIA ( United States information Agency) library caused by Egyptian  

demonstrators during the war (299). 

  

The Egyptian reaction was not coming. In an interview with look magazine, Nasser 

stated that the Egyptian charges of the American plane war attacks were based on a 

misunderstanding and erroneous information provided by the Jordanians, this statement led 

to interpretations in both Cairo and Washington for several state department officials. It 

paved the way for a reestablishment of relations. The Egyptian president came across like 

someone had taken a significant step towards mending fences with the United State(262). 
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In Fact, some Americans assumed that the Egyptian leadership would initiate a 

process to renew ties, according to them Cairo realized that no political agreement could 

reach in the region without American intervention; As a result, Washington stated  

if president Nasser was interesting in turning back the clock and regaining the territory 

Egypt has lost, he ought to reach a rapprochement with the United States, the following  

war and the severance of relations with Washington and London, Cairo was isolated from 

the west, and relations with high power were restored in a matter of weeks, but the failure 

of the British involvement in the arena of the Middle East made it plain to Egypt that only 

the Americans could introduce the Western interests in this region and had the power to 

effect the change that Egypt wished(Badeau75). 

  

On the Other Hand, the benefit that would accrue to the Americans from renewing 

ties with Egypt would give them the ability to exert pressure on Nasser and lead him 

Toward campaign and would facilitate the renewal of relations along with the other Arab 

States. Moreover, Nasser’s direction would serve American interests in Egypt and the Arab 

World moderate extremists element and curb Soviet penetration of the Middle East(75). 

  

Nasser’s attitude, wished that the renewal of relations with the United States lead to  

return of the Sinai to Egypt without a political agreement with Israel, similar to his 

achievements in 1957, throughout history league with  Britain and France in order to attack 

Egypt on 29, October, 1956, then Israel managed to defeat the half of the Sinai Peninsula   

and the Gaza district, however at the end of the operations a failure on the diplomatic front, 

the American front, the American were outraged, in the international pressure and ensure 

at the UNSC Israel was  forced to withdraw from the territory it had occupied(22). 
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A decade after Nasser’s great diplomatic victory, Egypt was unable to restart the 

“international steamroller”, importantly the “American steamroller” and force a complete 

Israeli withdrawal. As opposed to the outlook of the president Dwight D. Eisenhower in 

1957, the Johnson administration didn’t view Nasser as a victim to be refused but as a  

party who should pay the price for his decisions and actions. Johnson thought,  it would be 

wrong to repeat the temporary and hasty settlement of 1957. Additional reasons 

contributed to this ruling(Nasser25). 

  

 

 First, Washington observed how Nasser gained increased prestige in the Arab world 

after 1957 (thanks to the American diplomatic support he had received ) and how the 

Egyptian President had taken advantage of this status to harm American interests in the 

Middle East and threaten the pro-western countries in the region. Later the U.S. had 

learned its lesson and wasn’t eager to damage it with Israel to benefit Egypt, Moreover, the 

American approach to Nasser after the June 1967 war was identical to the Israeli plan, 

which held that ‘Nasser is the largest source of trouble in the Middle East and any regime 

that replaced him would be an improvement’(Baudeau75). 

 

 Second, the link in which Egypt was to some degree is that the fault of the Soviet 

Union and the American administration wanted to exploit that of their objectives. Thus, the 

Diplomatic process of Egypt was to seek out the Americans and swear off the soviets.  

Finally, Washington recognizes that Cairo had come to understand that the United States is 

the key agreement in the region of the Middle East (75). 

 

Since 1967, Nasser had become conscious that there could be no peace and just 

without the involvement of the Unite States and the Egyptian were interested in renewing 
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the relations with the U.S. because only the Americans could produce a settlement in the 

region. According to a Senior Official on the Egyptian desk, Cairo recognize that the key 

to a settlement lay on the Americans, and it was to exert pressure on the Israeli 

leadership(Baudeau89). 

 

 In this context, Israel discerned an attempt by the United States to draw closer to 

the Soviet Union and improve relations between the two superpowers, even at the price of 

concessions in the Middle East. For Instance, Israel’s ambassador in Washington, 

Yitzhak's Rabin, reported that the American administration and Public at large might view 

the Political stalemate impasse(90). 

 

 On the contrary, the only system that seemed to be in danger was the pro-western 

of King Hussein in Jordan, and there is no change in the attitude of the Arab World, and 

particularly Egypt, toward Israel, or any hope to reach a diplomatic settlement with it. The 

failure occasioned by the defeat of its Arab clients had not pull the Soviet Union back from 

the region of Middle East, but rather to deepen its penetration, expand its influence, and 

create its goals. Many leaders in Washington were concerned that the identity of the 

American and Israeli position and the United States support would harm the American 

interests in the Middle East, especially in the countries that were oversensitive or volatile 

to the American influence: 

 “Washington took pains to make it clear to the Arabs, and especially to Nasser that  

they would be making a mistake to think that the United States had the 

            ability to get Israel to change its Policy. An Israeli diplomat reported that  

            McCloy had told him that he had informed Arab leaders, in his meetings with  

           them, that Israel has its own will” (Badeau66). 
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Although the process of renewing relations was about to enter gear, the Egyptians 

started to make demands of their own. I n return for agreeing to Washington insistence that 

the Cairo retract. Its statement regarding participation by American in 5 June 1967 attack, 

Egypt asked for an American declaration regarding the Need for an Israeli withdrawal and 

maintained that an improvement of the relations between two states depended on how 

willing the Americans were to conduct a balanced policy towards the Arabs, another 

reason behind Egyptian stalling was President Johnson’s announcement on 31 March 1968, 

that he didn’t return for a selection(Nasser55). 

  

In addition, Nasser had affected the Johnson administration, preferred to wait for 

development in Washington and would see “who would be the Next President”. In May 

1968, both Americans and Egyptians decided to wait until after the American president 

elections. Therefore, Nasser could have turned to two other diplomatic options: an 

agreement mediated by the UN special envoy or the American peace plan(56). 

 

On 22 November 1967, after long weeks of consultations between the U.S. and the 

Soviet Union, the UN Security Council accepted a resolution 242, with the approval of the 

Israelis, Egyptians, and Jordanians. The Iraqi and the Syrians rejected the resolution while 

the Palestine Organization (PLO) complained that it ignored the problem of Palestine. The 

resolution required change and action on both sides. It called the withdrawal of the Israeli 

forces from the territories occupied in the recent conflict and for the Arab neighbours to 

recognize that Israel’s right to exist(Blangua155). 

 

 

Despite the unanimity among the Security Council members on these point , the 

practical execution of the terms was problematic as it was unclear if it meant some or all 
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territory and, as it did not specify the order of events, wether Israel must withdraw before 

the Arab nations would recognize their State or vice versa. The last two sections called on 

Secretary General U. Thant to appoint a special envoy to travel to the Middle East and try 

to promote an agreement between the two sides(156). 

. 

 

Furthermore, the second alternative for the recovery of the Sinai was the channel 

opened between Washington and Cairo. On the American side, it was important to hold 

meetings with Egyptians, because the American Presidential Campaign was at its heights 

and Secretary of State Dan Rusk wanted to achieve peace in the Middle East, according to 

him “since there is no peace there apparently is war.” The discussion of the American 

proposal and the talks will focus on the two meetings between Secretary Rusk and 

Egyptian Foreign Minister Mahmoud Riad in late 1968(140). 

 

Both Riad and Rusk met in New York. On 10 October and 2 November 1968 to 

discuss the Middle East crisis. In practice, this was Johnson administration last attempt to 

achieve an agreement between Israel and Egypt or to end the Stalemate between them. 

These two meetings were of great importance: for the first time since President Johnson’s 

five point speech of 19 June 1967. On which resolution 242 was based in put, according to 

Washington’s part it sketched out a clear and comprehensive framework for negotiations. 

On its side, Cairo presented the principals on which it wanted to base any settlement with 

Israel and the ways to solve the refugee problem(134). 

 

  Whereas, Rusk focused to Riad that the Egyptians shouldn’t link a solution of the 

problem to freedom of navigation in the canal because the Security Council resolution did 

not do so. Moreover, Egypt should stop insisting so strongly on Israeli withdrawal as a 

)precondition for negotiations without clarifying the goal of the withdrawal and were it 
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would led. Since the United States believed that ‘withdrawal must led to peace, it wouldn’t  

pressure Israel to withdraw until the components of peace and possibility of stitching them 

together into an agreement became clear(144). 

Another significant point of contention between the American secretary of state and 

the Egyptian foreign minister was the American desire to allow each Arab country the 

option of conducting separate negotiations with Israel. For the United States, Egypt was 

the key state: if Nasser, its leader and the symbol of Pan-Arabism, agreed to a diplomatic 

settlement arrangement with Israel, it would pave the way for peace between Israel and rest 

of the Arab world. But Riad totally rejected this idea, which he saw as ‘betrayal’; Egypt 

could not agree to a situation in which Israel withdrew from Sinai as part of an agreement 

but Jordan and Syria, which also lost land to Israel during the 1967 War, were left out in 

the cold: ‘It would be immoral for UAR to agree to leave behind Jordan, with half of 

country occupied, Syria.’(Blangua196). 

 

Towards the end of the meeting, after the two sides had clarified their positions 

regarding the conditions for negotiations and an agreement between Israel and Egypt, 

Secretary of State Rusk presented the American interpretation of Resolution 242 in so far 

as they related to Egypt in seven points: 

1. Withdrawal: Israeli withdrawal from UAR territory. 

2. State of War: A formal termination state of war. 

3. Suez Canal: Suez Canal open to all flag-ships (which flows from end state of war). 

4. Refugee Problem: Solution of refugee problem basis of personal and secret choice 

of refugees on where to live(Blangua199). 

 

As noted, the October November 1968 talks were a last-ditch effort by the Johnson 

administration to propose a set of principles to which Egypt and Israel could agree and that 
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could serve as the basis for moving towards a diplomatic settlement. However, both 

Jerusalem and Cairo piled obstacles in the way. The Israeli leadership was concerned that 

the new American plan would end in an imposed agreement and frustrate its desire for 

direct negotiations with Cairo(Johnson120). 

 

 

Nevertheless, despite his grave concerns, Foreign Minister Eban submitted a 

written response to the State Department, in which he wrote that Israel was interested in a 

permanent peace and was willing ‘to deploy its forces along agreed lines,' which, so far as 

it was concerned, meant recognized and secure borders. His statement coincided to   with 

the decision by the Israeli government in October 1968 (which in effect nullified the peace 

proposal of 19 June 1967), which envisioned a continuous strip of Israeli territory running  

down to Sharm al Sheikh along with some border rectifications along the  

Rafah_Taba line, as a condition for an agreement with Egypt. As noted, this the decision 

was incompatible with the American proposal, which called for an Israeli withdrawal 

‘from Egyptian territory’ and was also opposed to ‘annexation of Arab territories [by 

Israel] through war’(122). 

 

On the other hand, Cairo was vehemently opposed to Rusk’s proposal, primarily his 

position on separate agreements between Israel and the various Arab countries.The 

Egyptian leadership also continued to link a solution of the refugee problem with free 

passage through the Suez Canal and dragged its feet on replying to Rusk’s proposal and 

Eban’s document. In the end, after some weeks, Egypt submitted its response to the seven-

point plan, which reiterated its hard-line positions and in practice rejected all sections of 

the proposal. Egypt just repeated that it continued to adhere to the Security Council 
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.resolution of 22 November 1967, and that all that remained was to set a schedule for its 

implementation(Jonhonson160). 

 

 Nonetheless, the Egyptian leadership might consider that it had chalked up a 

success of sorts, given that, for the time, the Americans had presented a position that did 

not entirely coincide with the Israelis’ and even diverged from the official Israeli stance 

that insisted on direct negotiations between the parties to the conflict. We can assume that 

Washington’s new approach, when a new president was about to enter the White House, 

merely reinforced the Egyptian view that it would be wise to wait to see what the Nixon 

administration’s Middle East policy would be and whether it would conduct a more 

balanced policy in the region, in keeping with the Arab demands(167). 

 

In all, Nasser added that President Eisenhower, too, had displayed an active 

American stance towards Egypt and the Arabs in general during the Suez Crisis of 1956. 

He said that the American position then had contributed to world peace and won the 

United States international admiration and major credit with the Arabs. It was a similar 

attitude that Nasser was now seeking from the United States, and not economic aid ‘a 

sufficient measure of understanding and not any measure of American aid’. That had been 

the case in 1963, Nasser reminded his incoming American counterpart, and remained so 

now(343). 

 

However and here the Egyptian president turned to criticism all the credit that the 

Americans had enjoyed in the past was lost after the June War, ‘in a manner that calls for 

profound regret’. This was because American policy was perceived as supporting Israel 

and its policies, whether intentionally or not, and as opposed to the ‘Arab cause of 

independence and unity’. Here, Nasser explained, lay the American failure: a position in 
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the Middle East conflict that was supportive of Israel and often reached ‘an extent that 

almost amounts to a total denial of every Arab right’ had led directly to the tension 

between the United States and the Arabs. That did not mean that the Arabs wanted the 

United States to take their side against Israel; but the Arabs were bitter about the 

discriminatory American attitude, Nasser wrote, in a not-so-subtle request for a more even-

handed policy(Nasser8-9). 

 

But Nasser reserved the main thrust of his criticism for the section of the note 

inwhich he reviewed the relations between the United States and Egypt during the June 

1967 crisis. He wrote that the Johnson administration bore ‘at least morally a great 

responsibility in the events of June 1967.' He cited two reasons: the first was its diplomatic 

efforts, which included a call for Egypt to show patience and self-restrainton the one hand, 

but failed to denounce the Israeli aggression on the other(10). 

 

 Second, it was thanks to American encouragement and support that the Security 

Council had passed, ‘for the first time in the history of the United Nations’, a resolution 

that did not demand a withdrawal to the lines that prevailed before the outbreak of 

hostilities .Therefore, Nasser wrote, many in Egypt came to believe that the Israeli Air 

Force was not acting alone when it attacked the Egyptian airfields. What is more, 

throughout the fighting American warplanes flew over the Egyptian lines, and this 

amplified Egypt’s suspicions about the United States(11).  

 

 

As a result of the American diplomatic manoeuvres at the United 

Nations to resolve the crisis, Egypt (whether justifiably or not) perceived the Unite 
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 States as placing its full political weight behind Israel. Moreover, it was clear that the 

administration in Washington was willing to sacrifice its entire relationship with the 

Arabs, without any explanation or logic. This action by the American leadership 

merely heightened the estrangement felt by the Egyptian people; had it taken a more 

balanced position, the United States could have advanced peace in the Middle East 

more forcefully(12). 

 

Because the US administration had not adopted such a position, the 

 crisis became acuter and, its effects were still with us. Despite the Egyptian desire to find 

a way to bring about the renewal of relations with the United States, ‘the prevailing 

circumstances did not give anyone the justification for doing so.' The picture could be 

different, though. All Washington had to do, Nasser wrote, was to proclaim policy whose 

goal was to support a just peace or, alternatively to call on all sides to implement the 

Security Council resolution. However the American position had ignored reality and 

continued to do so. It did not propose new alternatives to solve the problem and did not 

allow new opportunities to develop (Shlaim323). 

 

  

II. Egyptians-Americans Relations on the Light of the Arab Israeli 

Conflict of 1973: 

2.1. History of the Ramadan Conflict 1973: 

The October 1973 Arab-Israeli War, known as the Yom Kippur War in Israel and 

the Ramadan War in the Arab States was a watershed event in Arab-Israeli relations. It also 

stands as perhaps the most examined example of strategic surprise in history, with the 

number and breadth of studies of the war exceeding even other such classic examples as 

Pearl Harbor and the German invasion of the Soviet Union in World War II. Thus, it is an 
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excellent case to help explore the effects of human factors on national security decision 

making(Cohen12). 

 

According to Cohen, the seeds of the 1973 war were sown with Israel’s stunning 

six-day victory in 1967. The Arab forces suffered a humiliating defeat, which was felt mt 

severely by Egyptian President Nasser. Nasser tendered his resignation immediately after 

1967 loss, but a demonstration of widespread support within Egypt and much of the Arab 

world caused him to withdraw this resignation(13). 

   

 

It was evident in the wake of the 1967 war that the Arabs could not soon regain 

their Territory by directly attacking Israel. Nasser’s strategy evolved to one of increasing 

military pressure along the Suez Canal with the aim of reclaiming the Egyptian land by 

making continued occupation too costly for Israel. His “War of Attrition” from March 

1969 to August 1970 consisted mainly of artillery and commando raids designed to impose 

this unacceptable cost on Israel.2 Israelis from the Sinai. When 1971 passed with no 

Egyptian action, Sadat’s proclamation was seen as a mere bluff. 

 Later in July 1972, when Sadat expelled over twenty thousand Soviet advisers, 

Egypt seemed even less able to impose a military solution. Few realized that the expulsion 

of the Soviets, by providing more freedom of action for Sadat, was a precursor to war. 

Notwithstanding this expulsion, Sadat was able to obtain agreement for increased Soviet 

arms deliveries in late 1972, and arms and advisors began to flow in early 1973—weapons 

that helped make war more feasible(Herzog 29). 

 

Gooch noted that the fundamental weakness of the “attrition” strategy was Israel’s 

ability to escalate The conflict when costs grew onerous and made the Egyptian prices too 

high to bear. One example was in January 1970, when Israel began deep air raids against 
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strategic Egyptian targets .Following this escalation, Egypt sought and obtained increased 

assistance from the Soviet Union in the form of surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) and 

additional Soviet fighter aircraft(with Soviet pilots to fly them). There was a direct Soviet-

Israeli air battle on 30 July 1970. resulting in five Soviet aircraft downed with no Israeli 

losses. Shortly after, Egypt and Israel agreed to a cease-fire, and the “War of Attrition” 

ended in August 1970. The war cost Israel over 700 dead and 2700 wounded, but the Arab 

losses were three to five times greater(11). 

 

In September 1970, President Nasser died of a heart attack and was succeeded by 

Anwar Sadat. Sadat exhibited greater stability than Nasser in pursuing diplomatic 

solutions, but he retained the option of improving the status quo by force. He adopted  

U.S.-mediated negotiations but proclaimed 1971 the “year of decision” if diplomacy failed 

to dislodge the Israelis from the Sinai(Gooch12). 

 

Nevertheless, when 1971 passed with no Egyptian action, Sadat’s  was 

announcement seen as a mere bluff. Later in July 1972, when Sadat expelled over twenty 

thousand Soviet advisers, Egypt seemed even less able to impose a military solution. Few 

realized that the expulsion of the Soviets, by giving more freedom of action for Sadat, was 

a precursor to war. Despite this expulsion, Sadat was able to obtain agreement for 

increased Soviet arms deliveries in late 1972, and weapons and advisors began to flow in 

early 1973—weapons that helped make war more feasible(13). 

   

   

According to to Sadat, the status quo of “no war - no peace” was intolerable. 

Confronted with a crumbling economy, deprived of Suez Canal revenues since its closure 

following the previous war, and stills shouldering the humiliation of 1967, Sadat felt he 
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had to do something. In October 1972. Sadat called a fateful meeting of Egyptian military 

leader At this session, and Sadat stated his desires for a limited war with Israel as soon as 

Soviet weapons deliveries provided sufficient strength. The minister of war, General 

Sadeq, argued vehemently against limited war, believing Egypt was ill prepared to 

challenge the Israelis. Two days later, General Sadeq was replaced by General Ahmed 

Ismail, who supported Sadat’s plan for limited war. Sadat had decided to change the status 

quo by force(234-7). 

     

 From the Israeli perspective, “no war - no peace” was a favorable outcome. The 

1967 War gave Israel reasonably defensible territories and some strategic depth for the first 

time in the young state’s history. It would be a long time (if ever) before the defeated 

Arabs could wish to match Israel’s prowess in air combat and mobile armored warfare. 

The apparent cooling of Egyptian-Soviet ties was also a favorable development; Israel 

would be free to conduct strategic operations without the likelihood of direct Soviet 

confrontation. Moreover, the pursuit of détente by the superpowers favored continuation of 

this favorable status quo.The environment seemed to provide Israel with a greater range of 

choices for a national security strategy(Handel468). 

 

 

In October 1973 The national security strategy chosen by Israel was “total 

deterrence” (threatening massive retaliation for any attack). Operationally the plan relied 

on three essential elements, in addition to superior combat forces: 

 

  • Prepared defensive strong points along the hostile borders, which would enable 

Israel’s small standing ground force (supported by a qualitatively-superior, 

Largely-Regular air force) to blunt any initial assault. 
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• Rapid mobilization of well-trained reserve ground troops to execute crushing 

counter-attacks (Israel’s ground forces more than tripled to over 350,000 upon full 

Mobilization). 

• Sufficient strategic warning (minimum 24 to 48 hours) to both properly deploy 

regular forces into the border defenses and mobilize the reserves(Herzol 43)., all three 

elements of the Israeli strategy failed to some extent—the 

critical failure being lack of strategic warning.  

 

The Israeli high-level post-war most investigation committee (Agranat 

Commission) found that the Israeli surprise was due in large measure to their “concept” of 

a future Arab-Israeli conflict. This “concept” held: 1) Egypt would not attack prior to 

solving their “air superiority problem” (inability to strike deep into Israel or protect Egypt 

and her forces from air attack), and 2) Syria would not attack without Egypt.8 The 

“concept” was not merely a set of Israeli assumptions about Egypt; it was also the 

Egyptian assessment of the strategic situation, known through an excellent intelligence 

source, prior to Sadat’s replacement of General Sadeq in late 1972(Cohen11). 

          

The “concept” served Israel well right up to October 1973. In the last three years, 

there were at least three times the Egyptians were prepared to go to war: December 

1971and 1972, and May 1973. In the May 1973 instance, Israeli decision makers did not 

heed the advice of the director of military intelligence that war was not imminent. They 

responded with a partial mobilization that cost over $11 million(Herzog29). 

 

Herzog also reported that by October 1973 the “concept” had been “proven.” It was 

a given that Egypt would not go to war while still inferior in the air. Therefore, although 

the Israelis believed Syria was preparing for some military action, by the tenets of the 
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“concept,” Syria would not attack. Ironically, the “concept’s” elements still applied in 

October 1973. The Arabs had solved the “air superiority problem,” not with long-range 

aircraft to attack Israeli airfields, but by acquiring Soviet SAMs and SCUD missiles. In the 

1967 war, the Israeli Air Force was decisive in the lightning victory, nearly destroying the 

Arab air forces in the opening salvo and providing adequate air support for the subsequent 

Israeli armored thrust (37). 

 

By1973, however, the Egyptian SAM umbrella provided air cover for their ground 

troops, and their SCUDs could threaten deep strikes. The air was necessary for the 1973 

war, but certainly not the decisive factor Israel believed it to be. The second part of the 

“concept,” Egyptian-Syrian cooperation, also was present in October 1973. Syrian 

President Assad consolidated his power in early 1971 and proved more amenable to the 

conventional military action than his predecessor who had favored guerrilla action. 

Coordination between Egyptian and Syrian military staffs began in early 1973, and on 6 

October, Israel faced a fully-coordinated Egyptian-Syrian attack (38). 

  

 

Dupy stated that: “The tide began to turn by 9 October. In the south, the Israelis 

eschewed further counter-attacks as the Egyptians elected to reinforce their positions. The 

Israeli reserves arriving on the Syrian front stabilized the situation and restored the prewar 

lines by the evening of10 October. A major Israeli counter-attack was prepared for 11 

October. The counter-attack in the north was aimed at threatening the Syrian capital of 

Damascus. The intent was to knock Syria out of the war so Israel could concentrate on the 

Sinai. The attack succeeded in pushing the Syrians some ten miles past the prewar lines, 

but it stalled approximately 20miles from Damascus. At this point, the Syrian defensive 

lines held, aided by the arrival of troops from Iraq and Jordan. By 14 October, the northern 
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front stabilized, with both sides facing force ratios more suitable for defense than offense” 

(392-9). 

 Moreover, the counter-attack in the north did not knock Syria out of the war, but it 

did affect the southern front to Israel’s advantage. On 11 October, Syria urgently requested 

Egyptian action to relieve Israeli pressure in the north. Egypt had achieved success thus far 

by remaining under their SAM umbrella and fighting a defensive war. Not all Egyptian 

commanders were convinced that switching to the offense was the best course of action; 

notably, Minister of War Ismail was opposed. 

 

 However, the Syrian plea strengthened the position of other principal Egyptian 

leaders who had argued that Egypt should exploit her gains. Thus, on 14 October, the 

Egyptians launched the equivalent of a two-armored-division thrust along a broad front 

against the now-prepared and reinforced Israelis. The Egyptians were repulsed with 

massive losses. This was the last major Egyptian offensive operation, but it did disrupt 

plans for a major Israeli attack scheduled for 14 October(400). 

 

The Israeli offensive in the south began on the afternoon of 15 October as a two-

division thrust toward the Suez Canal. The attack was directed near the junction of the 

Egyptian Second and Third Armies just north of Great Bitter Lake. Lead elements of the 

Israeli force, maneuvering through lightly-defended terrain, reached the east bank of the 

canal late on15 October and began crossing in the early morning of the 16th. The Israelis 

had secured head, but for the operation to succeed they would also have to make two main 

east-west roads to allow movement of bridging equipment and supplies. These trails were 

held in force by elements of the Egyptian Second Army. In a pitched battle over the next 

three days, the israeli troops secured a twenty kilometer wide corridor to the canal, with 
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heavy losses on both sides. By 18 October, an Israeli pontoon bridge was spanning the 

canal, and a two-division force was crossing into “Africa.”(Safran399) 

 

In adition, beginning on 16 October, the first Israeli operations west of the canal 

contained small raids against vulnerable SAM sites, supply depots, etc. These continued 

until 19 October when the main force was in the position to breakout and accomplish its 

primary purpose. The aim of the Israeli operation was to cut off the Egyptian Third Army 

by sweeping south to the Gulf of Suez. By 22 October, elements of the Israeli force were 

within artillery and tank range of the main Suez-Cairo road, threatening communications 

with the Third Army (Safran402). 

 

Initially, the Egyptians believed the offensive as an attempt to roll up the right flank 

of the Second Army. The Egyptians did not appreciate the real purpose of the Israeli thrust 

until late on 18 October when satellite photography confirmed the size of the Israeli force 

west of the canal (the photography was provided by Soviet President Kosygin, who had 

traveled secretly to Cairo on 16 October).49 When the intentions of the Israelis became 

apparent, Sadat became much more receptive to Soviet suggestions to press for a cease-

fire. On 20 October, Henry Kissinger flew to Moscow to hammer out the terms of a UN-

mediated halt to the fighting. The result was UN Security Council Resolution 338 (UNSCR 

338), adopted in the early morning hours of 22 October. The resolution called for a cease-

fire beginning at1852, 22 October (410). 

 

Henry Kissinger stopped by Tel Aviv on his way back to Washington at Israel’s 

request to discuss the negotiations (Kissinger had not communicated with the Israelis 

before agreement on the draft UNSCR). The “cease-fire in-place” portion of UNSCR 338 

was criticized by Israeli officials who complained it would not allow them to “finish the 
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job” in the Sinai. Kissinger responded by asking how long it would take to complete 

encirclement of the Egyptian army. Upon hearing “two or three days,” Kissinger is 

reported to have responded: “Well, in Vietnam the cease-fire didn’t go into effect at the 

exact time that was agreed on.”( Insight Team368–9). 

  

 

Although both Egypt and Israel accepted the terms of UNSCR 338, fighting 

continued unabated past the designated cease-fire time. Both sides claimed that the other 

had violated the cease-fire, and both sides were probably correct. With many Egyptian 

units encircled behind the Israeli line of advance on the west bank of the canal, some 

continued fighting was inevitable. It is clear that Israel went beyond consolidating gains 

and used the continued struggle to complete their encirclement of the Egyptian Third 

Army. Israeli forces reached the Gulf of Suez by midnight, 23 October(400). 

 

Safran showed that, by 24 October the final positions of the opposing forces were 

essentially established, but fighting continued on the west bank of the canal. The Soviets, 

who had guaranteed Sadat the cease-fire would hold and that the Third Army would be 

saved, responded to the continued fighting by placing up to seven airborne divisions on 

alert and marshalling airlift to transport them to the Middle East. At 2125, 24 October, 

President Nixon received an urgent note from Brezhnev suggesting joint U.S.-Soviet 

military action to enforce the cease-fire. The note threatened unilateral Soviet action if the 

United States were unwilling to participate(493). 

 

Nixon and Kissinger saw the deployment of U.S. troops so soon after Vietnam, 

possibly to fight alongside Soviets against Israelis, as impossible. Similarly, a unilateral 

Soviet action was unacceptable. Early on 25 October, Nixon cabled Brezhnev voicing his 
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strong opposition to superpower military involvement, especially unilateral Soviet action. 

Nixon also placed U.S. military forces world-wide on an increased state of alert (DEFCON 

THREE), and an urgent warning was sent to Israel to cease fighting. By the afternoon of 25 

October tension was relieved, with the Soviets dropping their insistence on superpower 

participation in cease-fire enforcement. Fighting along the Suez front subsided to minor 

skirmishes, but the war had produced the most dangerous superpower confrontation since 

the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis (Safran494). 

 

Safran also stated that It took until 18 January 1974 to reach a disengagement  

agreement between Israel and Egypt. The agreement created a UN buffer zone  

approximately ten miles east of the Suez Canal with limitations on Egyptian and Israeli  

forces in areas adjacent to the field of separation .Disengagement negotiations with Syria  

were more involved. An agreement was finally reached on 31 May 1974, including a UN  

buffer zone approximating the prewar border with force limitations in the adjacent area  

(500). 

 

 

 

II.2.Egyptian American Relations on the Light of 1973 Conflict: 

 

2.2. Egyptian reaction toward the conflict of 1973: 

 

In 1971, Egyptian President Anwar al-Sadat indicated to UN envoy Gunnar Jarring 

that he was willing to sign a peace agreement with Israel in exchange for the return of 

Egyptian territory lost in 1967 (the Sinai Peninsula). When this overture was ignored by 

Israel and the US, Egypt and Syria decided to act to break the political stalemate. They 

attacked Israeli forces in the Sinai Peninsula and the Golan Heights in October 1973, on 
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the Jewish holy day of Yom Kippur. The surprise attack caught Israel off guard, and the 

Arabs achieved some early military victories. This turn of events prompted American 

political intervention, along with sharply increased military aid to Israel (Benein4). 

 

 

After the war, US Secretary of State Henry Kissinger pursued a diplomatic strategy 

of limited bilateral agreements to secure partial Israeli withdrawals from the Sinai 

Peninsula and the Golan Heights while avoiding negotiations on more difficult issues, 

including the fate of the West Bank and Gaza. This strategy also positioned the United 

States as the sole mediator and most significant external actor in the conflict, a position it 

has sought to maintain ever since(13). 

 

Sadat eventually decided to initiate a separate overture to Israel. He traveled to 

Jerusalem on November 19, 1977, and gave a speech to the Knesset. It was a powerful 

symbol of recognition that Israel has been expecting other Arab heads of state to repeat, 

without due consideration of the particular circumstances that brought Sadat to Jerusalem. 

 

In September 1978, President Jimmy Carter invited Sadat and Israeli Prime 

Minister Menachem Begin to the Camp David presidential retreat in Maryland. They 

worked out two agreements: a framework for peace between Egypt and Israel, and a 

general framework for the resolution of the Middle East crisis, in other words, the 

Palestinian question(Hajjar5). 

 

The first agreement formed the basis of the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty signed in 

1979. The second agreement proposed to grant autonomy to the Palestinians in the West 
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Bank and the Gaza Strip for a five-year interim period, after which the final status of the 

territories would be negotiated(5). 

 

Only the Egyptian-Israeli part of the Camp David accords was implemented. The 

Palestinians and other Arab states rejected the autonomy concept because it did not 

guarantee full Israeli withdrawal from areas captured in 1967 or the establishment of an 

independent Palestinian state. In any case, Israel sabotaged negotiations by continuing to 

confiscate Palestinian lands and build new settlements in violation of the commitments 

Begin made to Carter at Camp David(6). 

 

II.3.The Egyptian American relations in 1973:    

Beginning after World War II, the United States opposed all aspects of Egypt’s 

belligerency toward Israel, including military posturing, arms purchases, the economic 

boycott, use of Soviet military advisors, attempts to exclude Israel from international for a, 

providing haven for guerrilla attacks against Israel, refusal to negotiate, and other gestures 

or positions considered unfriendly. As a result of Egypt’s cooperation with the 1974-

1975disengagement agreements, President al-Sadat’s 1977 trip to Jerusalem, the 1978 

Camp David accords, and the 1979 Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty (Sharp5). 

 

Also, Egypt’s policy toward Israel changed from belligerency to cooperation, and 

U.S. policy toward Egypt changed as well.At first, U.S. friendly gestures toward Egypt 

appeared to be intended as guarantees for Israeli security and the Egyptian-Israeli peace 

treaty, but in the 25 years since the peace treaty signing, U.S.-Egyptian relations have 

evolved, moving beyond the limited connection to Israel and toward an independent 

bilateral friendship. The United States provides foreign assistance, cooperates in economic 

development, shares military equipment and technology , participates in joint military 
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exercises, and includes Egypt among its advisors and confidants on Middle Eastern 

affairs(5). 

 

III. Conclusion 

 

To sum up,  Relations between Egypt and the United States remained strained. 

Egypt broke formal diplomatic ties during the June 1967 Arab-Israeli war following 

Egyptian charges that the United States had provided direct assistance to Israel. Anwar al-

Sadat became President of Egypt upon the death of al-Nasir in September 1970, and it 

wasal-Sadat who expelled Soviet advisors in July 1972, an act that some in the United 

Statesconsidered a harbinger of better Egyptian-U.S. relations. 

 

 Egypt attacked Israeli forces occupying the Sinai Peninsula, and Syria attacked the 

Golan Heights in October 1973. In November 1973, Egypt and the United States restored 

diplomatic relations, and in December, the two countries participated in the Geneva peace 

conference. U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger’s so-called shuttle diplomacy led to 

Egyptian-Israeli and Syrian-Israeli disengagement agreements in 1974 and the second set 

of Egyptian-Israeli disengagements in1975. The United States resumed economic aid to 

Egypt in 1975 after an eight-year hiatus. Therefore, the United States endorsed Egyptian 

President Anwar al-Sadat’s exciting and courageous trip to Jerusalem in November 1977. 
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General conclusion 

  The Arab-Israeli conflict has been one of the most protracted conflicts in modern times 

and has lasted for more than a century. The intensity and duration of the conflict have created 

a profound sense of hostility and distrust on both sides exacerbated further by perceptions of 

historical victimhood and righteousness that both Israelis and Palestinians believe in with 

great passion. 

In fact, this dissertation took into consideration an analysis of historical record of the 

policy positions of the United States and its relations with the chosen moderate Arab country 

particularly Egypt in the light of the Arab-Israeli Conflict of1967and 1973 .It shows a fairly 

consiste the support from the U.S for Israel . 

 Politically, during the 50's and 60's, three issues colored the American view of its  

relationship with Egypt: the Cold War, Arab Nationalism, and Israel as a strategic ally.  

Initially, President Nasser favored a non-aligned approach and asked the United States for  

military support. When denied support, Nasser turned to the Soviets who supplied Egypt with  

the weapons, pushing Egypt closer to the Soviet camp. This, combined with U.S. fear of  

Nasser's Arab Nationalism, led the United States to worked toward undermining the Egyptian  

regime. 

 

President Nasser died in 1970. The new president, Anwar Al Sadat, actively worked to  

move Egypt closer to the United States, and Egyptian-American relations gradually improved.  

This rapprochement was symbolized by Sadat asking the Soviet military advisors to leave  

Egypt and U.S. President Richard Nixion's request for Congress to authorize $250 million in  

aid for Egypt. 

 

Moreover, after the1973 Arab Israeli War , Egyptian foreign policy began to shift as a  
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result of the change in Egypt's leadership from the fiery Nasser to the much more moderate  

Anwar Sadat and the emerging peace process between Egypt and Israel. Sadat realized that  

reaching a settlement of the Arab  Israeli Conflict is a precondition for Egyptian development.  

To achieve this goal, Sadat ventured to enhance U.S.-Egyptian relations to foster a peace  

process with Israel. After a seven-year hiatus, both countries reestablished normal diplomatic  

relations on February 28, 1974. 

 

Historically, the U.S.-Egyptian relationship has helped Egypt modernize its military  

and has added weight to its position as a stabilizing regional force. America's support has also  

strengthened Egypt's economy. As has been true for the past two decades, a moderate Egypt is  

the key to peace and stability in the Middle East and a strong U.S.-Egyptian relationship is  

essential to securing American presence in the region. 

 

This dissertation comes to the conclusion that, the relations between  Egypt and the  

United States became more clooser in the time of Anwar Al Sadat, and  it is important to  

understand that Egypt as a moderate leading country had its interest. First, the Conflicts could  

have no effect, and they prepared to sign Peace Treaty with Israel and tightened the relations  

between the United States and Egypt. Second, the U.S.-Egyptian relationship is rooted in  

strategic calculation. It bolsters peace between Egypt and Israel and makes possible broader  

peace in the region because of the fact that Egypt looked for its particular interest. Third,  

Anwar Al Sadat stated that  Egypt could achieve its strategic goals by means other than War.  

When he declared his popular appeal for "No more wars," relying on the assistance of  

the United States, As articulated by Israel's next ambassador to Egypt, Moshe Sasson: 

From the Egyptian perspective, that development was engendered neither by a devotion to  

peace as a value per se nor by some ideological shift. It was, in fact, motivated by a  

Purely Egyptian national interest 

Finally, one may conclude that the “Question of Palestine” is not only the interest of  
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Egypt or any other country, but also the interest of everyone in the World and it stills in our  

heart and minds .Then i hope that this reviews the historical record concerning the root cause  

of the Middle East, the conflict will give second thoughts to all who have previously  

supported Israel’s actions and provide support to Palestine. 
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